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the meaning of justify is to prove or show to be just right or reasonable how to use
justify in a sentence synonym discussion of justify justify definition 1 to give or to be
a good reason for 2 if you justify yourself you give a good reason for what learn more
synonyms for justify explain excuse ignore rationalize account for alibi condone
forgive antonyms of justify withdraw abandon forsake retract take back reverse
switch refute justify definition to show an act claim statement etc to be just or right
see examples of justify used in a sentence highlight the use of established techniques
tools and measurements in your study if you used an unconventional approach justify
it by providing evidence of a gap in the existing literature justify something yourself
to somebody justify somebody something doing something to give an explanation or
excuse for something or for doing something synonym defend the secretary of
education has been asked to justify the decision to congress you don t need to justify
yourself to me to give an explanation or excuse for something or for doing something
synonym defend justify something yourself the senator made an attempt to justify his
actions justify something yourself to somebody the prime minister has been asked to
justify the decision to parliament you don t need to justify yourself to me to justify is
to make excuses for one s actions like the dieter who has to justify the few tiny pieces
of chocolate she s sneaked in between salads justify meaning 1 to give or to be a good
reason for 2 if you justify yourself you give a good reason for what learn more to
justify a decision action or idea means to show or prove that it is reasonable or
necessary find 70 different ways to say justify along with antonyms related words
and example sentences at thesaurus com to provide or be a good reason for something
to prove or show something to be just right or reasonable he tried to justify his
behavior by saying that he was being pressured unfairly by his boss the fact that we
are at war does not justify treating innocent people as criminals synonyms for justify
excuse absolve vindicate acquit rationalize clear free call for occasion warrant warrant
bear out verify attest authenticate antonyms for justify convict condemn implicate the
urge to justify is essentially self talk that is we justify our feelings more to ourselves
than to others the urge to justify tells us that the emotion or behavior is not good for
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us or 1 rational scenario look at the numbers by using a rational scenario you present a
by the numbers case for change you show your business or team all of your careful
analysis detailed i want to share with you some ideas for teaching students how to
justify answers in math as well as some of my favorite resources for providing much
needed practice with math tasks and word problems 1 create an anchor chart with
clear examples and your expectations for how you want your students to justify their
answers it involves discussing facts or viewpoints in greater detail and that s why
synonyms for explain include spell out clear up make plain elucidate explicate
illustrate shed light on and the following are six common strategies researchers have
identified that people use to justify unethical behavior and maintain a positive self
view 1 viewing the behavior as a grey area to justify a decision action or idea means
to show or prove that it is reasonable or necessary no argument can justify a war
synonyms explain support warrant bear out more synonyms of justify how to write a
good justification essay a justification essay is a common assignment at high school and
college students are supposed to learn how to persuade someone in their points of
view and how to express their thoughts clearly



justify definition meaning merriam webster

May 22 2024

the meaning of justify is to prove or show to be just right or reasonable how to use
justify in a sentence synonym discussion of justify

justify english meaning cambridge dictionary

Apr 21 2024

justify definition 1 to give or to be a good reason for 2 if you justify yourself you give
a good reason for what learn more

justify synonyms 63 similar and opposite words merriam

Mar 20 2024

synonyms for justify explain excuse ignore rationalize account for alibi condone
forgive antonyms of justify withdraw abandon forsake retract take back reverse
switch refute

justify definition meaning dictionary com

Feb 19 2024

justify definition to show an act claim statement etc to be just or right see examples of
justify used in a sentence

how to justify your methods in a thesis or dissertation
proofed

Jan 18 2024

highlight the use of established techniques tools and measurements in your study if
you used an unconventional approach justify it by providing evidence of a gap in the



existing literature

justify verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage

Dec 17 2023

justify something yourself to somebody justify somebody something doing something
to give an explanation or excuse for something or for doing something synonym
defend the secretary of education has been asked to justify the decision to congress
you don t need to justify yourself to me

justify verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage

Nov 16 2023

to give an explanation or excuse for something or for doing something synonym
defend justify something yourself the senator made an attempt to justify his actions
justify something yourself to somebody the prime minister has been asked to justify
the decision to parliament you don t need to justify yourself to me

justify definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Oct 15 2023

to justify is to make excuses for one s actions like the dieter who has to justify the few
tiny pieces of chocolate she s sneaked in between salads

justify definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Sep 14 2023

justify meaning 1 to give or to be a good reason for 2 if you justify yourself you give a
good reason for what learn more



justify definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Aug 13 2023

to justify a decision action or idea means to show or prove that it is reasonable or
necessary

70 synonyms antonyms for justify thesaurus com

Jul 12 2023

find 70 different ways to say justify along with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com

justify definition meaning britannica dictionary

Jun 11 2023

to provide or be a good reason for something to prove or show something to be just
right or reasonable he tried to justify his behavior by saying that he was being
pressured unfairly by his boss the fact that we are at war does not justify treating
innocent people as criminals

justify synonyms and antonyms yourdictionary

May 10 2023

synonyms for justify excuse absolve vindicate acquit rationalize clear free call for
occasion warrant warrant bear out verify attest authenticate antonyms for justify
convict condemn implicate

to justify or not to justify psychology today

Apr 09 2023

the urge to justify is essentially self talk that is we justify our feelings more to
ourselves than to others the urge to justify tells us that the emotion or behavior is not



good for us or

4 ways to justify a good idea inc com

Mar 08 2023

1 rational scenario look at the numbers by using a rational scenario you present a by
the numbers case for change you show your business or team all of your careful
analysis detailed

teaching students how to justify answers in math

Feb 07 2023

i want to share with you some ideas for teaching students how to justify answers in
math as well as some of my favorite resources for providing much needed practice
with math tasks and word problems 1 create an anchor chart with clear examples and
your expectations for how you want your students to justify their answers

explain or justify helping vs harming your relationship

Jan 06 2023

it involves discussing facts or viewpoints in greater detail and that s why synonyms
for explain include spell out clear up make plain elucidate explicate illustrate shed
light on and

six common ways people justify unethical behavior

Dec 05 2022

the following are six common strategies researchers have identified that people use to
justify unethical behavior and maintain a positive self view 1 viewing the behavior as
a grey area



justify definition in american english collins english

Nov 04 2022

to justify a decision action or idea means to show or prove that it is reasonable or
necessary no argument can justify a war synonyms explain support warrant bear out
more synonyms of justify

how to write a justification essay goodwritinghelp com

Oct 03 2022

how to write a good justification essay a justification essay is a common assignment at
high school and college students are supposed to learn how to persuade someone in
their points of view and how to express their thoughts clearly
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